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My negative encounters around money have followed me into adulthood but after reading
Katie's chapter, I say FORGET ABOUT! So very much, that I completed it in 3 hours Brilliant,
heart aching, uplifting and True! This book isn't about one situation or one problem it's about
making a direct effect. It brought back my own thoughts of my children’ early years that I had
forgotten. It produced me mad yet again about the objectives society and then in turn
mothers placed on themselves, how lonely and hard it is, and how we are just figuring this out.
Nobody is perfect but we are able to all make a confident impact! So so many women will
advantage from scanning this - the pleasure and problem and depths to become a mother and how it doesn’t just happen when your kid arrives. I’m thrilled to continue reading this
powerful book! This book is to inspire and empower women to create an impact! Thank you,
Stacey Friedman! Your chapter, Found, was so inspirational and spoke to my center and my
soul as a woman, daughter, wife, mother, sister, friend. Thank you for being raw, honest, hopeful
and inspirational! We are so lucky to get from your own sharing. One story that resinated with
me was Erin’s, “put on your sunglasses” a story of a family that battled medical issues with their
children, however, many how in the heavy of it found where to find the positive and live in the
moment. I am getting excited about reading even more inspiring women's stories from this
collection. Woman Power! Brava! True inspiration Women Who Effect us, is a must read for
females. As an elementary teacher and a fresh mom, reading these tales helps keep your head
up through existence. "Finding" our true purpose and self is a gift- thanks a lot for sharing your
trip. You will end up lucky to read this amazing book! The first chapter I read, “Found”, is
brilliant - it’s heart aching, uplifting, thought provoking, relatable therefore real. And it brought
me back to the beauty and tenderness of this age and how quickly I possibly could go from
getting madly in love with my children’ toes to feeling trapped in my house. SO IMPACTFUL I've
only had a chance to read among the stories up to now and can't wait until the weekend so I
can dive into every one of them. The one I read by Katie Jefcoat really did leave an impact
on me. My money life is going to change. Her tale is about cash mindset and she was among
the lucky few who took a poor experience around money and made it into a positive one
immediately. I was not that lucky.Appreciate this book We thoroughly enjoyed each story
written in this publication. It's amazing how one incident can arranged our mind on something
that can change our entire lives. This book is certainly worthy of the read IMHO.
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